Lowest Bitcoin Prices in the Market
With Crypto-currencies having taken the world by storm, say hello to the latest avatar of
currency exchange, the Bitcoin. An innovation by itself, Bitcoin is a digital currency which is
open source in nature and independent of control by any central authority.
Similar to any other currency in the market and with a volatile trade over the globe, the value
of Bitcoin has multiplied exponentially since its inception in 2009. With an estimate of 27$ in
2009, its current price as of today stands at a whopping 5700$, in a span of 8 years. And if that’s
not enough, the rates continue to appreciate with every passing day.
Now the growth of Bitcoin has given rise to many third-party services offering a trading
platform to buy and sell Bitcoins with a claim tendering the best rates in the market. Trading a
Bitcoin is very similar to trading shares or exchanging currencies in the market with a variety of
brokers promising better rates to cancel out the competition. However what most of them lack
is consistency.
One promising platform in the Bitcoin market is the newly introduced Digiasap, an online
marketing agency that has not only ventured but is also making a positive mark in the world of
Crypto-currencies. They are currently offering the best in market prices while exchanging
Bitcoins or regular currencies, as Bitcoin prices are much higher on buy/sell platforms when
compared with exchange platforms. Digiasap makes life easy for the consumer by allowing
them to bring their desired currency in exchange for Bitcoins at the lowest prices. Promoting
their platform, they are offering a reduced fee of 0.018% per trade, which a regular trader in
this market will assure the value of this trade is definitely a steal.
With a background in digital marketing and a team of highly qualified professionals scouting for
information, they also offer their clients the added benefit of accurate news and predictions
related to the Bitcoin, which in this volatile and unregulated market of Crypto-currencies, can
fetch their clients’ fancy profits.

